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Abstract

The classification methods of n-permutational property are defined for

the group G on the lower central series and elements. In this paper we
study the relationship between them and the direct product in these
properties.

1. Introduction

The classification methods of n-permutational property are defined

for the group G on the lower central series as follows: For a given group G

and an integer 2≥n  we say that G satisfies the nC -property if for every

( ) n
n Gxx ∈...,,1  there exists a permutation nS∈σ≠1  such that

[ ] [ ],...,,,...,,, 2121 σσσ= nn xxxxxx

and this will be written as .nCG ∈

MacDonald [6] investigated the class 2C  and proved that for every G

in ,2C  ( ) ( )[ ] 1, 23 =γγ GG  and the exponent of G is at most 4. Also

Longobardi studied the class 3C  and showed that a finite group of odd

order in 3C  is nilpotent of class at most 3, actually, of class 2≤  if 3 not
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divide .G  But it is not true for any group G in .3C  For example,

33 CS ∈  and is not nilpotent. Moreover, any finite group in 3C  is

p-nilpotent for every prime 3,2≠p  (see [3]).

Let G be a group and 2≥n  be an integer. Then we say that G

satisfies the nP -property if for every ( ) n
n Gxxx ∈...,,, 21  there exists

nS∈σ≠1  such that

,2121 σσσ= nn xxxxxx

this will be written as .nPG ∈  Let { }.2≥|= nPP n∪

Clearly, 2P  is the class of abelian groups and nP  is closed with

respect to forming the subgroups and images (i.e., quotient closed). Also if

,nG =  then .nPG ∈  Selecting ( ),,,, dcba  where ( ),4,3=a

( ),3,2=b  ( )2,1=c  and ( ),4,3,2=d  one may show that 44 PS ∉  and

then ;4PSn ∉  .4≥n

Now, we consider a class of finitely presented groups as follows:

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] .1,,,,,,,,1, ≥====|= nmbabababababaG banm
mn

Also, we recall the following lemma in [1].

Theorem 1.1. Let mnGG =  and .nnn GG =  Then G is metabelian,

dG =′  and ,3nGn =  where ( ).,.g.c.d nmd =

In Section 2 we study the relation between nC -property and

nP -property. Section 3 is devoted to study of direct product on

n-permutational property. First we need the following results. We start

with:

Theorem 1.2 [2]. Let G be a group. Then 3PG ∈  if and only if

.2≤′G

The class 4P  was studied in [4, 5] and proved that

Theorem 1.3 [4]. If a group G belongs to ,4P  then G is metabelian.
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Theorem 1.4 [5]. Let G be a finite group of odd order and .4PG ∈

Then every commutator of G has order 1, 3 or 5.

2. The Relation between nC -property and nP -property

In this section we prove that if G is metabelian, then .4CG ∈

Lemma 2.1. Let G be metabelian group and x, y, t, .Gz ∈  Then

[ ] [ ].,,,,,, ztyxtzyx =

Proof. By the Jacobi’s identity, we get

[ ][ ] [ ][ ] [ ][ ] .1,,,,,,,,, =zyxtyxtztzyx

Since G is metabelian,

[ ][ ] [ ] [ ][ ] .1,,,,,, == yxtzyxtz

So, we get

[ ] [ ][ ]( ) [ [ ][ ]( ) ]( )111 ,,,,,,,,, −−− == ztyxzyxttzyx

[ [ ][ ]( ) ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ]yxtztyxtyxz ,,1 ,,,,,, == −

[ ][ ] [ ] [ ][ ] [ ].,,,,,,,,,,, ztyxatztyxztyx ==

This also shows that .4CG ∈

The following theorem asserts a relationship between the

nP -property and nC -property, for every { }.4,3,2∈n

Proposition 2.2. For { },4,3,2∈n  we have .nn CP ⊆

Proof. The case 2=n  is obvious. Now let 3=n  and .3PG ∈  Then

2≤′G  or for every [ ] ,, Gyx ′∈

[ ] [ ] [ ].,,, 1 xyyxyx == −

And for every x, y, ,Gz ∈  we get

[ ] [ ][ ] [ ][ ] [ ].,,,,,,,, zxyzxyzyxzyx ===

This shows that .3CG ∈
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Let 4=n  and .4PG ∈  Then G is metabelian and by Lemma 2.1 we

get .4CG ∈

The following example shows that the inclusion in Proposition 2.2 is
proper.

Example 2.3. Consider the group .3SG =  Then [ ] 3, <′ GG  and

3CG ∈  (see [3]) however, 3=′G  and by Theorem 1.2 we get .3PG ∉

Also, by Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 2.1 we get that 4CGmn ∈  but 411 PG ∉

(for, by Theorem 1.1 we have ,113
11 =G  1111 =′G  and the result

follows from Theorem 1.4).

3. The Direct Product on n-permutational Property

The following theorem shows that the class 2C  is closed under the

direct product.

Proposition 3.1. Let A and B be two groups in .2C  Then .2CBA ∈×

Proof. Suppose that ., 21 Ggg ∈  Then we show that [ ] =21, gg

[ ]., 12 gg  Also assume that 111 bag =  and ,222 bag =  where Aaa ∈21,

and ., 21 Bbb ∈  Then

[ ] [ ] [[ ] [ ] ] [ ] [ ] ,,,,,,, 212
21212121221121

bbb abbbaabababagg ==

and

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ].,,,1,,1, 21212121
2 aaaabaab b ===

Since A, ,2CB ∈

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ].,,,,, 1212212121 bbaabbaagg == (1)

In a similar way one may show that

[ ] [ ] [ ].,,, 121212 bbaagg = (2)

And by the relations (1) and (2) we get .2CG ∈

Which we are interested in to consider is the class { }.2≥|= nPP n∪

We recall the fundamental theorem of [6]:
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Theorem 3.2. Let G be a group. Then PG ∈  if and only if G is finite-

by-abelian-by-finite, i.e., G has a normal subgroup N such that N ′  and

NG :  are finite.

And as a result of this theorem, we get

Proposition 3.3. The class P is closed under the direct product.

Proof. Let PKH ∈,  and .KHG ×=  Then H and K are finite-by-

abelian-by-finite, that is, there are KI  and HJ  such that ,, IIK ′

JH  and J ′  are finite. First we prove that .IKJHIJKH ××× 

Consider the function

,: IKJHKH ×→×θ

where ( ) ( ).,, IKJhkh =θ  Then

( ) ( ) ( ){ } JIIJIkJhkh ×=|=θ ,,,ker

and

.IKJHIJKH ××× 

So, IJKH ××  is finite. Also

( ) [ ] [ ] [ ] .,,, IJIIJJIJIJIJ ′×′=×=××=′×

That is, ( )′× IJ  is finite. Then HG ×  is finite-by-abelian-by-finite, so

.PG ∈

The previous corollary dose not hold for nP  but it is true for 2C

(see 3.1).

Proposition 3.4. The class 3P  is not closed under the direct product.

Proof. By Theorem 1.3, 3PG ∈  if and only if .2≤′G  Suppose that

,3PBA ∈×  where ., 3PBA ∈  Then ,2≤′A  2≤′B  and

( ) 2≤′′=′×′=′×=′ BABABAG

holds if and only if 1=′A  or .1=′B  This shows that BAG ×=  is

in the class 3P  if and only if A or B is an abelian.
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Finally, in the next example we obtain a group G that does not belong

to the class P.

Example 3.5. Let S be the symmetric group on N and

{ ,SF ∈α|α=  where; ( ) ii ≠α  for finitely many; }.Ni ∈

Suppose that ∞A  is the subgroup of F generated by 3-cycles on X. Then

∞A  is infinite and simple (see [7]). So .PA ∉∞

For another example, let X be a set with at least two elements.

Suppose F is the free group generated by X. Then PF ∉  (for, there is no

non-trivial relation in F ).
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